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Pick & Pack 
Accurately

Verify picking accuracy without 
slowing your operation down

In picking and packing operations, speed and accuracy are crucial for cost efficiency and 
can take a large amount of management attention. Packing the wrong item, miscounting 
quantities or putting labels on the wrong packages can cost a business hundreds of 
thousands of pounds a year in correction costs or contract penalties. Factor in the costs of 
quality control processes, time spent on correcting mis-picked orders, as well as potential 
impact on reputation, return shipping, loss of repeat business or dealing with customer 
complaints and picking accuracy can have a huge impact on your bottom line. 
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Quickly verify pick accuracy 
at the point of pick 
Providing your pick operators with the tools and 
technology to verify accuracy at the point of pick puts 
quality control at the front of the picking process, 
without slowing operations down. The Avery Weigh-
Tronix solution uses a mobile picking workstation that 
provides everything required to verify that the correct 
item and quantity have been picked. There are various 
options, depending on the level of integration with your 
Warehouse Management System (WMS) and picking 
technology that works for you. 

Improved accuracy and speed

When slowing your processes down is not an option, 
the mobile picking workstation gives your picker access 
to everything they need to pick, verify and label an 
order from one easily movable workstation. 

Reduce under and over-shipments and reworks

By verifying the accuracy of the pick before an order 

is packed and dispatched, warehouses eliminate over 
and under fulfilment and remove the need for quality 
control and rework later in the process. 

One-time touches and quality control

By verifying accuracy as part of the picking process, 
quality control is achieved in a single touch without 
needing to pass through a dedicated QC team, saving 
time and labour costs. 

Managing inventory and replenishment

Avery Weigh-Tronix mobile workstations carry all the 
technology and tools required to allow pick operators 
to verify inventory in real time and compare it with the 
stock levels in your WMS, alleviating the need to have 
a dedicated audit process or take time out for wall-to-
wall stock checks.

Improved customer service

The mobile workstation verifies pick accuracy at 
the point of pick, protecting your service quality 
and reputation and avoiding the risk of contractual 
penalties associated with picking errors. 
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Configurable solution  
to suit your requirements 
The mobile picking workstation offers users easy 
access to everything that they need to verify picking 
accuracy quickly and efficiently at the point of pick. 
The combination of a robust yet configurable mobile 
picking trolley equipped with touch screen terminal, 
picking software, on-board battery power, WMS 
integration and a scale for accurate weight verification, 
provides the user with a quick and simple way to 
validate that they have picked the order correctly. 

Scalable integration with back office systems

The technology on your mobile picking workstation 
can be fully integrated with your existing WMS to 
provide order, pick and piece-weight lists from your 
existing back office systems. If your operation does 
not have a WMS in place, our PlantPower software can 
bridge the gap, offering an easy to use interface that 
can be used to manage all aspects of stock movement 
and orders within your warehouse. Where your process 
does not require integration with WMS or back office 
systems, the workstation can also work as a stand-alone 
weight-based order verification tool. 

Integration with order 
picking technology

The workstation can be fully-configured 
to allow integration with new or existing 
picking technology. The combination 
of technology and tools, along with 
integration with Pick-to-Voice and Pick-to-
Light technology, speeds up the process 
by ensuring that an order picker has 
everything that they need close to hand. 

Highly accurate weighing technology

When pick accuracy is driven by weight verification, 
using a highly accurate counting-scale to check piece-
weights can make a difference to your bottom line.  We 
offer the market’s most-accurate counting scales, which 
have been specially designed to withstand constant, 
heavy use and dropped loads. With the option to 
display the weight on a tablet, on a user-friendly 
weight display, or to use a touch-screen to display 
user-prompts and messages, our choice of versatile 
counting scales are simple and easy to use. 

Configurable mobile 
picking trolley

The height, length, and 
width of the picking trolley 
itself is fully configurable, 
making it suitable for a wide 
range of item sizes and 
weights, together with aisle 
widths and rack heights. The 
trolley is designed to provide 
easy access to everything 
required to pick, verify and 
label an order. Designed for the long haul, the trolleys 
provide users with the very best in quality, functionality 
and ergonomics and can be custom designed in a wide 
range of sizes and configuration of accessories. The 
on-board, quick-change and re-chargeable battery pack 
provides sufficient power to keep the workstation mobile 
and ready to use throughout a typical 12 hour shift.



Manual, powered and pulled solutions 
Warehouses come in many shapes and sizes, making it 
essential that your staff have access to a picking 
workstation that suits the size and scope of your 
operation. Whether you require a solution that can be 
maneuvered manually between racking, or a powered 
solution which enables pickers to move more quickly 
around larger warehouses, we have a solution to fit. 

Manual workstation: Our manual picking workstation 
is an ideal solution for smaller warehouses or zoned 
picking. Designed to be light and easy to move, the 
manual solution can be moved by the operator with 
minimal effort. 

Powered workstation: When health and safety is 
key, the use of a powered solution reduces the strain 
that could be caused by pushing trolleys around 
warehouses for long periods of time, particularly if 
dealing with heavy items. This addition of a motor, with 
a simple stop and start mechanism, allows the operator 
to walk next to the workstation to move it from place to 
place with very little effort required. 

Pulled workstation: In larger or less densely stocked 
warehouses, a pulled workstation offers a fast and 
efficient way for a picker to move from one area of 
the warehouse to another. Our pulled order picking 
solution combines the functionality of our manual and 
powered workstations, with the addition of an operator 
platform, allowing the operators to climb-aboard the 
truck and minimise the amount of time spent moving 
around the warehouse.
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 › Technical specifications
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Service options that keep  
your business running
With many warehouse operations now running 24/7 
to meet the expectations of consumers, it is imperative 
that your equipment doesn’t let you down. When 
the worst happens, our Uptime Select™ service plans 
maximise uptime and minimise disruption, to keep 
your business running. 

 › Guaranteed uptime, on us: With our Care Total agreements: 
giving you the assurance of at least 97% uptime, or your 
money back*. Care packages include a generous - yet cost-
effective - level of cover, including an agreed call out time, 
inclusive call out costs and preventative health checks.
 › No-nonsense, transparent plans: As the only provider in 

the market to offer simplified, transparent service agreements, 
it’s easy to choose the right plan and put a stop to unexpected 
charges.
 › Unbeatable response times: Thanks to our extensive 

engineer network, help is never more than an average of 26 
minutes away. Our 24/7 helpline is open 365 days a year, ready 
to dispatch a local engineer.
 › Your own dedicated team of engineers: Our team will get 

to know you, your equipment and your operation to offer the 
fastest response and maximise uptime.

 › Compliance is at the core of our service: As the industry 
leader we hold all standard accreditations and more. You can 
access calibration certificates, service visit reports and covered 
assets via our online portal, which is available whenever you 
need it.
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